
SAFER SEXUAL PRACTICES 

Preparing for anal sex 

Condoms and lots of lube help prevent the transmission of HIV and other STIs. The best 
lubricants to use with condoms during sex are water-based ( KY Jelly, Durex) Don't use tubs of 
cream as they often contain oils that break down rubber quickly. 
 
 
Penises are all shapes and sizes, and one style of condom doesn’t necessarily complement all. An 
appropriate fit is important: too loose and it may come off; too tight and the condom may break.  
 

Getting Started 
 
The entry of anything into the anus from the outside going in is going to trigger the in-built 
message that you need to shit. That’s because the anal canal is full, so the brain reacts as if the 
rectum is full of shit. It helps if you clear the passageways before having sex; remember, try not 
to force it. 

 A healthy rectum doesn’t contain shit, therefore there is little need to wash it out. If you 
feel better doing this, or are embarking on deep anal play, then you may want to douche. 

 Only ever use plain, clean water that is preferably at body temperature. You do not need 
antiseptics or disinfectants or anything else in a douche as they all irritate the lining of the 
anus and can make the ass unhealthy. 

 Also it is not recommended to use the douches that attach to the shower. Use a small bulb 
douche or the gravity fed bags. 

 If douching makes you uncomfortable – don’t do it! 

 A high fibre diet, combined with inserting your finger in your anus while showering, 
should make your ass clean enough for most anal stimulation or activity. 

 
Other tricks 
 
Deep diaphragmatic breathing can help us to relax and allows the anus to relax too. Any position 
where your knees are bent and drawn to your chest will straighten out the anal canal and the 
pubo-rectal sling will draw back to allow smoother entry to the ass. 
 
Training your PC muscle and pelvic floor muscles, can help increase enjoyment and ease, 
especially for anal sex. 



 
Anal sex foreplay 
 
Foreplay helps prepare our minds and bodies for sex. Making sure you take the time helps the 
sphincter relax and reduce the amount of pain and discomfort men sometimes report when 
having anal sex. 
 
Foreplay can include rimming, gentle fingering, lubrication, oral sex and should always involve 
listening to each other and responding appropriately. Remember that honest, open 
communication is the key.  Some guys do not enjoy fingers in the anus, some love it.  It is an 
indication of care and confidence if you ask what the partner enjoys and doesn’t enjoy and will 
usually have the affect of relaxing your sexual partner. 

 

End it! 


